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Solutions 

1. Ans. C.  

% →<, @→ <, *→>, ©→=, #→> 

Here, P < Q ...(i), R > Q ...(ii), S > R ...(iii) 

From (i), (ii) and (iii), we get 

S > R > Q > P → S > P → S > P or S = P 

Hence, Conclusion I (P = S) or conclusion II (S > P) 

is true. 

2. Ans. A.  

% →<, ≠→>, @→<, *→>, ©→= 

Here,. M < N ...(i), M > O ...(ii), O < P ...(iii) 

From (i) and (ii), we get N > M > O ...... (iv) 

Now, from (iv) we get N > O (Conclusion I). 

From (ii) and (iii), we do not get any specific 

relationship between P and M. Hence, P = M 

(Conclusion II) is not necessarily true. 

3. Ans. E.  

% →<, ≠→>, @→<, *→>, ©→= 

Here, A = B ...(i), C > B ...(ii), D > C ...(iii) 

From (i), (ii) and (iii), we get 

D > C > B = A → D > B and C > A 

Hence, conclusion I (B < D) and conclusion II 

(A < C) are true. 

4. Ans. A.  

% →<, ≠→>, @→<, *→>, ©→= 

Here M < T ...(i), Q = T ...(ii), S > Q ...(iii) 

From (i), (ii) and (iii), we get 

S > Q = T > M 

(i) T < S is true. 

(ii) M = Q is not definitely true. 

Hence answer is only I is true. 

5. Ans. B.  

% →<, ≠→>, @→<, *→>, ©→= 

Here, K < P ...(i), B = P ...(ii), R > B ...(iii) 

From (i), (ii) and (iii), we get; 

R > B = P > K → R > P and R > K. 

Hence, conclusion I (R = P) is not necessarily true. 

But conclusion II (K < R) is true obviously. 

6. Ans. D.  

G likes Tulip.  

Hence, option D.  

E is 2nd to the left of A who likes Mango as A likes 

fruit so A is facing inside. One person sits between 

E and the one who likes Tulip so the one who likes 

Tulip sits opposite to A and facing outside because 

it is flower. D is 2nd to the right of the one who likes 

Tulip so D sits opposite to E. The one who likes 

Apple is neighbor of D. Two persons sit between the 

one who likes Apple and the one who likes Lily then 

E must like Lily and facing outside and the one who 

likes Apple either immediate right or left of D. F is 

3rd to the left of the one who likes Lily so F is 

neighbor of A. F likes Daisy so F is facing outside 

then the one who likes Apple is other neighbor. 

  

H likes Rose and sits 2nd to the right of the one who 

likes Papaya so H must be immediate left of E and 

the one who likes Papaya is immediate right of E. 

  

H sits opposite to B so B likes Apple and facing 

inside. C doesn’t like Tulip so C likes Papaya, D 

likes Banana and G likes Tulip.  

Here is the final arrangement:  

 
7. Ans. C.  

All the persons are facing inside except F.  

Hence, option C. 

E is 2nd to the left of A who likes Mango as A likes 

fruit so A is facing inside. One person sits between 

E and the one who likes Tulip so the one who likes 

Tulip sits opposite to A and facing outside because 

it is flower. D is 2nd to the right of the one who likes 
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Tulip so D sits opposite to E. The one who likes 

Apple is neighbor of D. Two persons sit between the 

one who likes Apple and the one who likes Lily then 

E must like Lily and facing outside and the one who 

likes Apple either immediate right or left of D. F is 

3rd to the left of the one who likes Lily so F is 

neighbor of A. F likes Daisy so F is facing outside 

then the one who likes Apple is other neighbor.  

  

H likes Rose and sits 2nd to the right of the one who 

likes Papaya so H must be immediate left of E and 

the one who likes Papaya is immediate right of E. 

  

H sits opposite to B so B likes Apple and facing 

inside. C doesn’t like Tulip so C likes Papaya, D 

likes Banana and G likes Tulip. 

 

Here is the final arrangement:  

 
8. Ans. B.  

The one who likes Papaya sits opposite to F.  

Hence, option B. 

E is 2nd to the left of A who likes Mango as A likes 

fruit so A is facing inside. One person sits between 

E and the one who likes Tulip so the one who likes 

Tulip sits opposite to A and facing outside because 

it is flower. D is 2nd to the right of the one who likes 

Tulip so D sits opposite to E. The one who likes 

Apple is neighbor of D. Two persons sit between the 

one who likes Apple and the one who likes Lily then 

E must like Lily and facing outside and the one who 

likes Apple either immediate right or left of D. F is 

3rd to the left of the one who likes Lily so F is 

neighbor of A. F likes Daisy so F is facing outside 

then the one who likes Apple is other neighbor.  

  

H likes Rose and sits 2nd to the right of the one who 

likes Papaya so H must be immediate left of E and 

the one who likes Papaya is immediate right of E.  

  

H sits opposite to B so B likes Apple and facing 

inside. C doesn’t like Tulip so C likes Papaya, D 

likes Banana and G likes Tulip. 

Here is the final arrangement:  
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9. Ans. A.  

A sits 3rd to the left of the one who likes Apple.  

Hence, option A.  

E is 2nd to the left of A who likes Mango as A likes 

fruit so A is facing inside. One person sits between 

E and the one who likes Tulip so the one who likes 

Tulip sits opposite to A and facing outside because 

it is flower. D is 2nd to the right of the one who likes 

Tulip so D sits opposite to E. The one who likes 

Apple is neighbor of D. Two persons sit between the 

one who likes Apple and the one who likes Lily then 

E must like Lily and facing outside and the one who 

likes Apple either immediate right or left of D. F is 

3rd to the left of the one who likes Lily so F is 

neighbor of A. F likes Daisy so F is facing outside 

then the one who likes Apple is other neighbor.  

  

H likes Rose and sits 2nd to the right of the one who 

likes Papaya so H must be immediate left of E and 

the one who likes Papaya is immediate right of E.  

  

H sits opposite to B so B likes Apple and facing 

inside. C doesn’t like Tulip so C likes Papaya, D 

likes Banana and G likes Tulip. 

Here is the final arrangement:  

 
 

10. Ans. C.  

C likes Papaya.  

Hence, option C.  

E is 2nd to the left of A who likes Mango as A likes 

fruit so A is facing inside. One person sits between 

E and the one who likes Tulip so the one who likes 

Tulip sits opposite to A and facing outside because 

it is flower. D is 2nd to the right of the one who likes 

Tulip so D sits opposite to E. The one who likes 

Apple is neighbor of D. Two persons sit between the 

one who likes Apple and the one who likes Lily then 

E must like Lily and facing outside and the one who 

likes Apple either immediate right or left of D. F is 

3rd to the left of the one who likes Lily so F is 

neighbor of A. F likes Daisy so F is facing outside 

then the one who likes Apple is other neighbor. 

  

H likes Rose and sits 2nd to the right of the one who 

likes Papaya so H must be immediate left of E and 

the one who likes Papaya is immediate right of E. 

  

H sits opposite to B so B likes Apple and facing 

inside. C doesn’t like Tulip so C likes Papaya, D 

likes Banana and G likes Tulip. 
 

Here is the final arrangement:  
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11. Ans. C.  

The one who has Apple does not live on lowermost 

floor and on the topmost floor person lives with a 

Nokia and from (vi) it is confirm that both persons 

having Apple comes immediately after Samsung. So 

This is confirm the one having Samsung lives on 

5th and 3rd floor and persons having Apple live on 

4th and 2nd floor.  

F has Samsung and he doesn't live adjacent to a 

floor on which a person with Apple lives. So he lives 

on 6th floor. Now the one having Nokia lives on 

1st floor. D has Samsung so he lives on 3rd floor. J 

has Apple and he lives above D so J lives on 

4th floor. H neither owns Samsung nor lives 

adjacent to the floors on which, a person with a 

Samsung lives. So he lives on 1st floor. G does not 

have Apple so he lives on 7th floor. 

So Final table will be like this-  

 
12. Ans. B.  

The one who has Apple does not live on lowermost 

floor and on the topmost floor person lives with a 

Nokia and from (vi) it is confirm that both persons 

having Apple comes immediately after Samsung. So 

This is confirm the one having Samsung lives on 

5th and 3rd floor and persons having Apple live on 

4th and 2nd floor.  

F has Samsung and he doesn't live adjacent to a 

floor on which a person with Apple lives. So he lives 

on 6th floor. Now the one having Nokia lives on 

1st floor. D has Samsung so he lives on 3rd floor. J 

has Apple and he lives above D so J lives on 

4th floor. H neither owns Samsung nor lives 

adjacent to the floors on which, a person with a 

Samsung lives. So he lives on 1st floor. G does not 

have Apple so he lives on 7th floor. 

So Final table will be like this-  

 

13. Ans. A.  

The one who has Apple does not live on lowermost 

floor and on the topmost floor person lives with a 

Nokia and from (vi) it is confirm that both persons 

having Apple comes immediately after Samsung. So 

This is confirm the one having Samsung lives on 

5th and 3rd floor and persons having Apple live on 

4th and 2nd floor.  

F has Samsung and he doesn't live adjacent to a 

floor on which a person with Apple lives. So he lives 

on 6th floor. Now the one having Nokia lives on 

1st floor. D has Samsung so he lives on 3rd floor. J 

has Apple and he lives above D so J lives on 

4th floor. H neither owns Samsung nor lives 

adjacent to the floors on which, a person with a 

Samsung lives. So he lives on 1st floor. G does not 

have Apple so he lives on 7th floor. 

So Final table will be like this-  

 

14. Ans. D.  

The one who has Apple does not live on lowermost 

floor and on the topmost floor person lives with a 

Nokia and from (vi) it is confirm that both persons 

having Apple comes immediately after Samsung. So 

This is confirm the one having Samsung lives on 

5th and 3rd floor and persons having Apple live on 

4th and 2nd floor.  

F has Samsung and he doesn't live adjacent to a 

floor on which a person with Apple lives. So he lives 

on 6th floor. Now the one having Nokia lives on 

1st floor. D has Samsung so he lives on 3rd floor. J 

has Apple and he lives above D so J lives on 

4th floor. H neither owns Samsung nor lives 

adjacent to the floors on which, a person with a 

Samsung lives. So he lives on 1st floor. G does not 

have Apple so he lives on 7th floor.  

So Final table will be like this-  
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15. Ans. C.  

The one who has Apple does not live on lowermost 

floor and on the topmost floor person lives with a 

Nokia and from (vi) it is confirm that both persons 

having Apple comes immediately after Samsung. So 

This is confirm the one having Samsung lives on 

5th and 3rd floor and persons having Apple live on 

4th and 2nd floor.  

F has Samsung and he doesn't live adjacent to a 

floor on which a person with Apple lives. So he lives 

on 6th floor. Now the one having Nokia lives on 

1st floor. D has Samsung so he lives on 3rd floor. J 

has Apple and he lives above D so J lives on 

4th floor. H neither owns Samsung nor lives 

adjacent to the floors on which, a person with a 

Samsung lives. So he lives on 1st floor. G does not 

have Apple so he lives on 7th floor.  
 

So Final table will be like this-  
 

 
16. Ans. B.  

The series shows first two terms and the last term 

from the above series. Then next two terms and 

second last term from the above series and so on. 

Thus © X L will come next in the series.  

Hence Option B is correct 

17. Ans. D.  

If all the symbols are dropped from the above 

arrangement the new one will be :  

R742EX8UMDQ3N6A5W9LKZ  

Thus 11th from the right end is Q  

Hence Option D is correct 

18. Ans. C.  

There are 2 such letters in the above arrangement 

each of which is immediately preceded by a number 

and immediately followed by a symbol. They are 2E 

© and 3N%.  

Hence Option C is correct 

19. Ans. E.  

The first and the second terms have 4 objects in 

between and second and the third terms have 6 

objects in between except 9 $ L.  

Thus 9 $ L is the odd one out.  

Hence Option E is correct 

20. Ans. A.  

8th to the left of 19th means = 19 - 8 which is 11th. 

Thus 11th term is 8.  

Hence Option A is correct 

21. Ans. B.  

  

Condition (iii) is applicable.  

Thus the correct coding is 3$ ©4#* 

22. Ans. A.  

  

Thus the correct coding is 85$79% 

23. Ans. E.  

  

Condition (ii) is applicable.  

Thus the correct coding is %86=$2 

24. Ans. E.  

  

Condition (iii) is applicable.  

Thus the correct will be 7#$*43 

25. Ans. C.  

  

Condition (i) is applicable.  

Thus the correct coding will be #β%@β5 

26. Ans. B.  

2478 1234 3568 2357  

Hence, option B. 
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27. Ans. A.  

21 10 22 17  

Hence, option A. 

28. Ans. C.  

8742 4321 8653 7532  

8742-8653= 89  

Hence, option C. 

29. Ans. A.  

George is the uncle of Helen  

  

(Final Arrangement)  

 
30. Ans. C.  

Helen is the cousin of Diana  

  

 

(Final Arrangement)  
 

 

 

31. Ans. B.  

Amelie is Diana’s Mother  

Solution:  

 

  

(Final Arrangement)  

 

 
 

 

32. Ans. E.  

Data Insufficient  

Solution:  
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(Final Arrangement)  

 
33. Ans. C.  

Husband  

Solution:  

  

(Final Arrangement)  

 
34. Ans. C.  

Explanation:-  

Z,Y,X,W,V and U are six apprentices in a training. Y 

and X are shorter than U but heavier than Z. V is 

shortest than W but taller than U. V is neither 

heaviest nor lightest. U is heavier than W. Z is 

shorter than V but taller than U. W is heavier than 

Y and taller than X.  

  

Y<X<U<Z<V<W or X<Y<U<Z<V<W 

35. Ans. A.  

Explanation:-  

Z,Y,X,W,V and U are six apprentices in a training. Y 

and X are shorter than U but heavier than Z. V is 

shortest than W but taller than U. V is neither 

heaviest nor lightest. U is heavier than W. Z is 

shorter than V but taller than U. W is heavier than 

Y and taller than X.  

  

Y<X<U<Z<V<W or X<Y<U<Z<V<W 

 
 

*** 
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